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1. Introduction

Problem: Deep learning models employed in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) 
often tend to overfit and require substantial data for training.

Past Solutions: Data augmentation has been suggested as a method to generate 
additional training data for ASR systems.

● Artificial data augmentation for low-resource speech recognition tasks.
● Synthesis of noisy audio by superimposing clean audio with a noisy signal.
● Application of speed perturbation to raw audio for Large Vocabulary 

Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) tasks.
● Implementation of feature drop-outs in training multi-stream ASR systems.
● …



1. Introduction

This study introduces SpecAugment, a data augmentation technique that 
operates on the log mel spectrogram of the input audio, rather than the raw 
audio itself. 

SpecAugment applies three types of deformations to the log mel spectrogram:

● Time Warping
● Time Masking
● Frequency Masking



1. Introduction

Advantages of SpecAugment:

1. Simple and computationally inexpensive to apply
a. Directly acts on the log mel spectrogram as if it were an image
b. Does not require additional data

2. Can be applied online during training.
3. Remarkable effective

a. Suprasses more complicated hybrid systems
b. Achieves state-of-the-art results even without the use of Language Models (LMs)



2. Augmentation Policy

● Time warping
○ Random point selected
○ Warped to left or right by a distance 

w

● Frequency masking
○ [f0, f0+f) frequency channels are 

masked

● Time masking
○ [t0, t0+t) time steps are masked



2. Augmentation Policy



3. Model

Listen, Attend, and Spell (LAS) Network



3. Model

Listen, Attend, and Spell (LAS) Network

Training:

● Learning rate scheduler
● Variational weight noise
● Uniform label smoothing (0.1 

uncertainty)
Steps for variational weight noise



3. Model

Listen, Attend, and Spell (LAS) Network

Training:

● Learning rate scheduler
● Variational weight noise
● Uniform label smoothing (0.1 

uncertainty)

Inference:

● Shallow fusion with LM(2 layer 
1024-dim RNN) (Pre-trained)



4. Experiments

- Dataset
- LibriSpeech
- Switchboard

- Switchboard includes 2,400 phone conversations across 543 U.S. speakers (302 male, 241 female), 
featuring 70 topics, with each speaker participating only once per topic and never repeating a 
conversational partner.

- Exploring:
- Performance compare to other system
- Different training schedules (strategies)
- Different augmentation strategies
- Performance of different model size
- Effectiveness of Label smoothing



Performance Comparison
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2. Larger model can be trained
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Switchboard

1. Label Smoothing helps



Discussion

● Time warping contributes, but is not a major factor in improving performance
○ Most expensive with least influence

Time warping, time masking, frequency masking turned off



5. Discussion

● Label smoothing introduces instability to training
○ The proportion of unstable training runs increases for LibriSpeech when label smoothing is 

applied with augmentation

● Augmentation converts an overfitting problem into an underfitting problem
○ The networks during training not only under-fit the loss and WER on the augmented training set, 

but also on the training set itself when trained on augmented data

Deeper networks & training them 
with longer schedules



THE END :)


